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complex 3D models, graphics display eval. Kasik, D.J., +, May-Jun 02 56-64

computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Chalmers, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 22-23

computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Sep-Oct 02 22-67

dinnerware design using CAD. Sheppard, L., +, Sep-Oct 02 16-20

geometric algebra, comput. framework for geom. appls., part 1 (Tutorial). Dorst, L., +, May-Jun 02 24-31

graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section). May-Jun 02 22-74

graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section intro.). Bliss, F., +, May-Jun 02 22-23

information visualization (special section). Jan-Feb 02 20-58

information visualization (special section intro.). Munzner, T., Jan-Feb 20-21

interactive pop-up card design. Glassner, A., Jan-Feb 02 79-86

Michelangelo’s Florentine Pieta, 3D model project. Bernardini, F., +, Jan-Feb 02 59-67

motion tracking for computer graphics no silver bullet, but respectable arsenal. Welch, G., +, Nov-Dec 02 24-38

pop-up card design assistant, interactive. Glassner, A., Mar-Apr 02 74-85


time rendering in curved spaces. Weeks, J., Nov-Dec 02 90-99

real world teleconferencing (Projects in VR). Billinghamurst, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 11-13

sculpture, CAD/graphics. Singh, G., May-Jun 02 4-5

shedding light on his world (About the Cover). Singh, G., Sep-Oct 02 4-5

staying on the straight and narrow, the ideas behind iterative line digitization algorithms. Stephenson, P., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

still images and landscape video seqs., automatic compositing. Qin, X., +, Jan-Feb 02 68-78

strip-cut document assembly. Glassner, A., May-Jun 02 76-86

water flow in computer graphics. Glassner, A., Jul-Aug 02 88-97

worldwide design (About the Cover). Singh, G., Mar-Apr 02 4-5

**Computer graphics; cf. Business graphics; Color graphics; Computer animation; Data visualization; Engineering graphics; Realistic images; Rendering (computer graphics); Solid modeling; Virtual reality**

**Computer interfaces**
real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture recognition for augmented desk interface systems. Oka, K., +, Nov-Dec 02 64-71

**Computer networks**
collaborative virtual environ., multicast networking. Fisher, H., Sep-Oct 02 68-75

**Computer peripheral equipment; cf. Computer displays; Computer graphic equipment; Interactive devices**

**Computer software**
worldwide design (About the Cover). Singh, G., Mar-Apr 02 4-5

**Computer software; cf. Subroutines**

**Computer vision**
mosaic constr., automated, via topol. inference. Hsu, S., +, Mar-Apr 02 44-54

**Computer vision; cf. Active vision**

**Concurrent engineering**
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42

**Costing; cf. Life cycle costing**

**Curvature measurement**
real-time rendering in curved spaces. Weeks, J., Nov-Dec 02 90-99

**Cybernetics**
biomechanics and cyber human (Applications). Nov-Dec 02 14-20

**Data analysis**
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42

**Database management systems**
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42

**Data compression**
crowds, image-based rendering. Tecchia, F., +, Mar-Apr 02 36-43

**Data gloves**
Baum, Aaron Wolf, interactive self-organizing art systs. Singh, G., Jul-Aug 02 4-5

**Data handling; cf. Data analysis**

**Data visualization**
3D visualization and imaging in distributed collaborative environ. Rolland, J., +, Jan-Feb 02 11-13

Archeoguide augmented reality guide for archeological sites. Vlahakis, V., +, Sep-Oct 02 52-60

bioinformatics/cheminformatics visualization. Lee, J.P., +, Sep-Oct 02 6-11

Cave Automatic Virtual Environment, archeological anal. Vote, E., +, Sep-Oct 02 38-50

conf. abstr. visualization using cartographic approach. Skupin, A., Jan-Feb 02 50-58

Deep view, high-resoln. VR. Klosowski, J.T., +, May-Jun 02 12-15

dyn. visualization. Rheinlaund, P., Jan-Feb 02 6-10

esthetics of scientific visualizations. Healey, C.G., +, Mar-Apr 02 10-15

focus+context tech. for inform. visualization. Kosara, R., +, Jan-Feb 02 22-29

graph visualization toolkits. Dogrusoz, U., +, Jan-Feb 02 30-37

information visualization (special section). Jan-Feb 02 20-58

information visualization (special section intro.). Munzner, T., Jan-Feb 02 20-21

intrusion and misuse detect. in computer systs., inform. visualization. Erbacher, R.F., +, Jan-Feb 02 38-47

multiple 3D field visualization. Taylor, R., May-Jun 02 6-10

noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21

unwrapping and visualizing cuneiform tablets. Anderson, S.E., +, Nov-Dec 02 82-89

Visual debugging (Visualization Viewpoints). Crossno, P., +, Nov-Dec 02 6-10

visualization of Goes Over All Terrain (GOAT) robot. Dodson, M.G., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

whirled 2×2 matrices, visualization. Blinn, J.F., Jul-Aug 02 98-102

Design engineering
worldwide design (About the Cover). Singh, G., Mar-Apr 02 4-5

Design engineering; cf. Product development

Dexterous manipulators
real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture recognition for augmented desk interface systems. Oka, K., +, Nov-Dec 02 64-71

Diagrams
quartic discriminants and tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91

staying on the straight and narrow, the ideas behind iterative line digitization algorithms. Stephenson, P., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

Differential equations
fluid-based soft obj. model. Nixon, D., +, Jul-Aug 02 68-75

Digital communication


Digital simulation
Bell Labs Box, sound propag. simul. validation. Tsingos, N., +, Jul-Aug 02 28-37

fluid-based soft obj. model. Nixon, D., +, Jul-Aug 02 68-75

interactive 3D entertainment, dyn. full-body motion devices. Kaney, K., +, Jul-Aug 02 76-86

Digital simulation; cf. Virtual machines

Digital systems; cf. Computer networks;

Digital communication

Displacement control
unwrapping and visualizing cuneiform tablets. Anderson, S.E., +, Nov-Dec 02 82-89

Display instrumentation; cf. Computer displays; Helmet mounted displays; Three-dimensional displays

Distributed processing; cf. Computer networks; Mobile computing; Network operating systems; Parallel processing

Document handling; cf. Document image processing; Text analysis

Document image processing
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strip-cut document assembly. Glassner, A., May-Jun 02 76-86

Education; cf. Biomedical education; Humanities; Teaching
Educational computing; cf. Computer aided instruction
Emergency services
3D City. Ribarsky, W., +, Jul-Aug 02 10-15
World Trade Center attack, computer graphics use in aftermath. Delaney, B., Mar-Apr 02 16-23
Engineering; cf. Concurrent engineering; Design engineering
Engineering computing; cf. Aerospace computing; Civil engineering computing; Computer aided engineering; Engineering graphics; Engineering information systems; Virtual machines
Engineering graphics
design semantics authoring, collaborative 3D environ. Cera, C.D., +, May-Jun 02 43-55
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21
shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74
Engineering information systems
shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74
Entertainment
interactive 3D entertainment, dyn. full-body motion devices. Kaney, K., +, Jul-Aug 02 76-86

Face recognition
reliable extraction of realistic 3D facial animation parameters from mirror-reflected multi-view video clips. I.-C. Lin, +, Nov-Dec 02 72-80
Fingerprint identification
real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture recognition for augmented desk interface systems. Oka, K., +, Nov-Dec 02 64-71
Finite element analysis
biomechanics and cyber human (Applications). Nov-Dec 02 14-21
Flow; cf. Flow separation
Flow measurement; cf. Flow visualization
Flow separation
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21
Flow simulation
water flow in computer graphics. Glassner, A., Jul-Aug 02 88-97
Flow visualization
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21
Fluid dynamics; cf. Aerodynamics; Computational fluid dynamics
Geographic information systems

World Trade Center attack, computer graphics use in aftermath. Delaney, B., Mar-Apr 02 16-23
Geometric codes; cf. Algebraic geometric codes
Geometric programming
geometric algebra, comput. framework for geom. appls., part 1 (Tutorial). Dorst, L., +, May-Jun 02 24-31
Geometry
quartic discriminants and tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91
solving visibility with epipolar geometry. T.-T. Wong, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
Geophysical techniques; cf. Terrain mapping
Gesture recognition
real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture recognition for augmented desk interface systems. Oka, K., +, Nov-Dec 02 64-71
Government policies; cf. Research initiatives
Graphical user interfaces
graph visualization toolkits. Dogrusoz, U., +, Jan-Feb 02 30-37
Graphs
graph visualization toolkits. Dogrusoz, U., +, Jan-Feb 02 30-37
Groupware
3D visualization and imaging in distributed collaborative environ. Rolland, J., +, Jan-Feb 02 11-13
collaborative virtual environ., multicast networking. Fisher, H., Sep-Oct 02 68-75
design semantics authoring, collaborative 3D environ. Cera, C.D., +, May-Jun 02 43-55
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section). May-Jun 02 22-74
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section intro.). Bliss, F., +, May-Jun 02 22-23
shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74

Hearing
sound prod. and modeling. Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 23-27
Helicopters
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21
Helmet mounted displays
3D visualization and imaging in distributed collaborative environ. Rolland, J., +, Jan-Feb 02 11-13
real world teleconferencing (Projects in VR). Billinghamurst, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 11-13
History
scientific visualizations, esthetics. Healey, C.G., +, Mar-Apr 02 10-15
Virtual Harlem VR-based learning environ. Johnson, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 61-67
Hobby computing
pop-up card design assistant, interactive. Glassner, A., Mar-Apr 02 74-85
Human factors
conf. abstr. visualization using cartographic approach. Skupin, A., Jan-Feb 02 50-58
dyn. visualization. Rheingans, P., Jan-Feb 02 6-10
focus + context tech. for inform. visualization. Kosara, R., +, Jan-Feb 02 22-29
scientific visualizations, esthetics. Healey, C.G., +, Mar-Apr 02 10-15

Humanities
act. opt. 3D imaging for heritage appls. Godin, G., +, Sep-Oct 02 24-35

Hybrid simulation
Hybrid tracking for outdoor AR applications. Ribo, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 54-63

Image analysis
solving visibility with epipolar geometry. Tien-Tsin Wong, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

Image processing
Archeoguide augmented reality guide for archeological sites. Vlahakis, V., +, Sep-Oct 02 52-60
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.). Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25
Michelangelo’s Florentine Pieta, 3D model project. Bernardini, F., +, Jan-Feb 02 59-67
mobile augmented reality, inform. filtering. Juliet, S., +, Sep-Oct 02 12-15
solving visibility with epipolar geometry. Tien-Tsin Wong, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

Image processing; cf. Computer vision;
Document image processing; Image reconstruction; Image representation; Image resolution;
Image sequences; Stereo image processing; Video signal processing

Image recognition
visual biometrics. Kroeker, K.L., Jul-Aug 02 16-21

Image recognition; cf. Face recognition;
Fingerprint identification; Gesture recognition; Image texture

Image reconstruction
strip-cut document assembly. Glassner, A., May-Jun 02 76-86

Image representation
example-based super-resoln. of images. Freeman, W.T., +, Mar-Apr 02 56-65

Image resolution
act. opt. 3D imaging for heritage appls. Godin, G., +, Sep-Oct 02 24-35
element-based super-resoln. of images. Freeman, W.T., +, Mar-Apr 02 56-65

Image segmentation
mosaic constr., automated, via topol. inference. Hsu, S., +, Mar-Apr 02 44-54

Image sequences
3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. Naemura, T., +, Mar-Apr 02 66-73

Image texture
crowds, image-based rendering. Tecchia, F., +, Mar-Apr 02 36-43
element-based super-resoln. of images. Freeman, W.T., +, Mar-Apr 02 56-65

Imaging
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Chalmers, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 22-23
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Sep-Oct 02 22-67
shedding light on his world (About the Cover). Singh, G., Sep-Oct 02 4-5
worldwide design (About the Cover). Singh, G., Mar-Apr 02 4-5

Information analysis; cf. Text analysis

Information networks; cf. Internet

Information retrieval systems; cf. Online front-ends; Search engines

Information systems; cf. Database management systems; Engineering information systems;
Geographic information systems

Interactive devices
virtual worlds and real sounds (special section). Jul-Aug 02 22-67
virtual worlds, real sounds (special section intro.). Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 22

Interactive systems
pop-up card design assistant, interactive. Glassner, A., Mar-Apr 02 74-85

Interactive systems; cf. Virtual reality

Internet
design semantics authoring, collaborative 3D environ. Cera, C.D., +, May-Jun 02 43-55
shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74
staying on the straight and narrow, the ideas behind iterative line digitization algorithms. Stephenson, P., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

Interpolation
element-based super-resoln. of images. Freeman, W.T., +, Mar-Apr 02 56-65

Invariance
quartic discriminants and tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91

Iterative methods
staying on the straight and narrow, the ideas behind iterative line digitization algorithms. Stephenson, P., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42

**Lighting**
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.).Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25

**Linear algebra; cf. Tensors**
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42

**Local area networks; cf. Workstation clusters**

**Manipulators**
development of sound models. Rocchesso, D., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

**Manipulators; cf. Dexterous manipulators**

**Marine communication**
Alvin part-task submarine simulator. Jungclaus, J., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

**Marine vehicles; cf. Underwater vehicles**

**Mathematical programming**
cardiac develop. education via animated models. Schlech, J.-M., +, Jan-Feb 02 14-19

**Matrix algebra**
whirled 2×2 matrices, visualization. Blinn, J.F., Jul-Aug 02 98-102

**Mechanics; cf. Biomechanics**

**Medical computing**
cardiac develop. education via animated models. Schlech, J.-M., +, Jan-Feb 02 14-19

**Military systems**
visualization of Goes Over All Terrain (GOAT) robot. Dodson, M.G., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

**Mirrors**
reliable extraction of realistic 3D facial animation parameters from mirror-reflected multi-view video clips. I.-C. Lin, +, Nov-Dec 02 72-80

**Mobile computing**
Archeoguide augmented reality guide for archeological sites. Vlahakis, V., +, Sep-Oct 02 52-60
augmented reality, mobile user interfaces. Bell, B., +, Jul-Aug 02 6-9
mobile augmented reality, inform. filtering. Julier, S., +, Sep-Oct 02 12-15

**Modeling**
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section). May-Jun 02 22-74
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section intro.). Bliss, F., +, May-Jun 02 22-23
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.).Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25
product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42
reliable extraction of realistic 3D facial animation parameters from mirror-reflected multi-view video clips. I.-C. Lin, +, Nov-Dec 02 72-80
solving visibility with epipolar geometry. T.-T. Wong, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM

**Multicasting communication**
collaborative virtual environ., multicasting networking. Fisher, H., Sep-Oct 02 68-75

**Multimedia computing**
interactive 3D entertainment, dyn. full-body motions. Kanev, K., +, Jul-Aug 02 76-86
sound prod. and modeling. Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 23-27

**Multimedia systems**

**Music**
Virtual Harlem VR-based learning environ. Johnson, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 61-67

**Natural sciences computing**
scientific visualizations, esthetics. Healey, C.G., +, Mar-Apr 02 10-15

**Natural sciences computing; cf. Biology computing; Chemistry computing; Physics computing**

**Navigation**
analysis and statistics of line distribution. Chen, J.X., +, Nov-Dec 02 100-107

**Network operating systems**
Deep view, high-resoln. VR. Klosowski, J.T., +, May-Jun 02 12-15

**Noise abatement**
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21

**Noise pollution**
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21

**Notebook computers**
augmented reality, mobile user interfaces. Bell, B., +, Jul-Aug 02 6-9

**Numerical analysis; cf. Finite element analysis; Interpolation; Iterative methods**

**Online front-ends**
shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74

**Operating systems (computers); cf. Network operating systems**

**Optical properties; cf. Visibility**

**Optical resolving power; cf. Image resolution**

**Parallel processing**
noise reduction using computer graphics. Turnage, A., May-Jun 02 16-21

**Pattern recognition; cf. Computer vision**

**Personal computing**
interactive pop-up card design. Glassner, A., Jan-Feb 02 79-86
Schleich, J.-M., cardiac develop. education via animated models. 

K., recognition for augmented desk interface systems. 

real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture avoidance. 

02 Dec 02 

crowds, image-based rendering. 

Naemura, T., 3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. 

Rendering (computer graphics) 

3D visualization and imaging in distributed collaborative environ. Rolland, J., +, Jan-Feb 02 11-13 

Physics computing 

3D visualization and imaging in distributed collaborative environ. Rolland, J., +, Jan-Feb 02 11-13 

Physics computing; cf. Computational fluid dynamics 

Planning; cf. Town and country planning 

Pollution; cf. Noise pollution 

Polynomials 

quartic discriminants and tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91 

Product development 

product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42 

Programming; cf. Visual programming 

Psychology 

scientific visualizations, esthetics. Healey, C.G., +, Mar-Apr 02 10-15 

Q-factor 

product data quality and collaborative engng. (Survey). Contero, M., +, May-Jun 02 32-42 

Realistic images 

fluid-based soft obj. model. Nixon, D., +, Jul-Aug 02 68-75 

tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91 

Real-time systems 

3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. Naemura, T., +, Mar-Apr 02 66-73 

crowds, image-based rendering. Tecchia, F., +, Mar-Apr 02 36-43 

image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73 

image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.). Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25 

pose estimation for planar structures. Simon, G., +, Nov-Dec 02 46-53 

real-time rendering in curved spaces. Weeks, J., Nov-Dec 02 90-99 

real-time tracking of multiple fingertips and gesture recognition for augmented desk interface systems. Oka, K., +, Nov-Dec 02 64-71 

sound prod. and modeling. Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 23-27 

Records management; cf. Document image processing 

Reliability 

reliable extraction of realistic 3D facial animation parameters from mirror-reflected multi-view video clips. I.-C. Lin, +, Nov-Dec 02 72-80 

Remote sensing; cf. Terrain mapping 

Rendering (computer graphics) 

3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. Naemura, T., +, Mar-Apr 02 66-73 

cardiac develop. education via animated models. Schleich, J.-M., +, Jan-Feb 02 14-19 

crowds, image-based rendering. Tecchia, F., +, Mar-Apr 02 36-43 

Deep view, high-resoln. VR. Klosowski, J.T., +, May-Jun 02 12-15 

equation-based super-resoln. of images. Freeman, W.T., +, Mar-Apr 02 56-65 

image-based lighting tech. for realistic rendered appearances. Debevec, P., Mar-Apr 02 26-34 

image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73 

image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.). Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25 

interactive virtual auditory environ., sound rendering. Lokki, T., +, Jul-Aug 02 49-57 

real-time rendering in curved spaces. Weeks, J., Nov-Dec 02 90-99 

solving visibility with epipolar geometry. Wong, T.-T., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM 

Research initiatives 

Alvin part-task submarine simulator. Jungclaus, J., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM 

Robots 

visualization of Goes Over All Terrain (GOAT) robot. Dodson, M.G., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM 

Robots; cf. Manipulators 

Safety systems 

intrusion and misuse detect. in computer syts., inform. visualization. Erbacher, R.F., +, Jan-Feb 02 38-47 

Search engines 

shape matching, coarse filters. Corney, J., +, May-Jun 02 65-74 

Security; cf. Safety systems; Security of data 

Security of data 

information visualization (special section). Jan-Feb 02 20-58 

information visualization (special section intro.). Munsner, T., Jan-Feb 02 20-21 

intrusion and misuse detect. in computer syts., inform. visualization. Erbacher, R.F., +, Jan-Feb 02 38-47 

Sensor fusion 

World Trade Center attack, computer graphics use in aftermath. Delaney, B., Mar-Apr 02 16-23 

Sequences; cf. Image sequences 

Signal processing; cf. Data compression; Image processing; Sensor fusion; Video signal processing 

Signal processing 

Signal reconstruction; cf. Image reconstruction 

Signal representation; cf. Image representation 

Signal resolution; cf. Image resolution 

Simulation; cf. Hybrid simulation 

Simulations 

Alvin part-task submarine simulator. Jungclaus, J., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM 

virtual worlds and real sounds (special section). Jul-Aug 02 22-67 

virtual worlds, real sounds (special section intro.). Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 22 

Software engineering 

worldwide design (About the Cover). Singh, G., Mar-Apr 02 4-5
Software tools; cf. Authoring systems
Solid modeling
act. opt. 3D imaging for heritage appls. Godin, G., +, Sep-Oct 02 24-35
Spatial variables control; cf. Displacement control; Motion control
Spatial variables measurement; cf. Curvature measurement
Special issues and sections
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Chalmers, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 22-23
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Sep-Oct 02 22-67
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section). May-Jun 02 22-74
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section intro.). Bliss, F., +, May-Jun 02 22-23
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section). Mar-Apr 02 24-73
image-based modeling, rendering, and lighting (special section intro.). Debevec, P., +, Mar-Apr 02 24-25
information visualization (special section). Jan-Feb 02 20-58
information visualization (special section intro.). Munzner, T., Jan-Feb 02 20-21
virtual worlds and real sounds (special section). Jul-Aug 02 22-67
virtual worlds, real sounds (special section intro.). Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 22
Statistical analysis
analysis and statistics of line distribution. Chen, J.X., +, Nov-Dec 02 100-107
Statistics; cf. Statistical analysis
Stereo image processing
3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. Naemura, T., +, Mar-Apr 02 66-73
Subroutines
staying on the straight and narrow, the ideas behind iterative line digitization algorithms. Stephenson, P., Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
Surveillance
visualization of Goes Over All Terrain (GOAT) robot. Dodson, M.G., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
Tensors
quartic discriminants and tensor invariants. Blinn, J.F., Mar-Apr 02 86-91
Terrain mapping
visualization of Goes Over All Terrain (GOAT) robot. Dodson, M.G., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
Text analysis
conf. abstr. visualization using cartographic approach. Skupin, A., Jan-Feb 02 50-58
Three-dimensional displays
augmented reality camera tracking with homographies. Prince, S.J.D., +, Nov-Dec 02 39-45
biomechanics and cyber human (Applications). Nov-Dec 02 14-21
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Chalmers, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 22-23
computer graphics in art history and archaeology (special section intro.). Sep-Oct 02 22-67
geometric algebra, comput. framework for geom. appls., part 1 (Tutorial). Dorst, L., +, May-Jun 02 24-31
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section). May-Jun 02 22-74
graphics in advanced computer-aided design (special section intro.). Bliss, F., +, May-Jun 02 22-23
pose estimation for planar structures. Simon, G., +, Nov-Dec 02 46-53
real world teleconferencing (Projects in VR). Billinghamurst, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 11-13
reliable extraction of realistic 3D facial animation parameters from mirror-reflected multi-view video clips. I.-C. Lin, +, Nov-Dec 02 72-80
unwrapping and visualizing cuneiform tablets. Anderson, S.E., +, Nov-Dec 02 82-89
Topology
mosaic constr., automated, via topol. inference. Hsu, S., +, Mar-Apr 02 44-54
Town and country planning
3D City. Ribarsky, W., +, Jul-Aug 02 10-15
World Trade Center attack, computer graphics use in aftermath. Delaney, B., Mar-Apr 02 16-23
Tracking
augmented reality camera tracking with homographies. Prince, S.J.D., +, Nov-Dec 02 39-45
hybrid tracking for outdoor AR applications. Ribo, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 54-63
motion tracking for computer graphics no silver bullet, but respectable arsenal. Welch, G., +, Nov-Dec 02 24-38
pose estimation for planar structures. Simon, G., +, Nov-Dec 02 46-53
Trees (mathematics)
sound texture synthesis, wavelet tree learning. Dubnov, S., +, Jul-Aug 02 38-48
U Underwater vehicles
Alvin part-task submarine simulator. Jungclaus, J., +, Jul-Aug 02 CD-ROM
User interfaces
augmented reality, mobile user interfaces. Bell, B., +, Jul-Aug 02 6-9
Cave Automatic Virtual Environment, archeological anal. Vote, E., +, Sep-Oct 02 38-50
conf. abstr. visualization using cartographic approach. Skupin, A., Jan-Feb 02 50-58
dyn. visualization. Rheingans, P., Jan-Feb 02 6-10
focus + context tech. for inform. visualization. Kosara, R., +, Jan-Feb 02 22-29
sound prod. and modeling. Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 23-27
Virtual Harlem VR-based learning environ. Johnson, A., +, Sep-Oct 02 61-67

User interfaces; cf. Gesture recognition;
Graphical user interfaces

V

Vehicles; cf. Aircraft

Video signal processing
3D scenes, real-time video-based modeling/rendering. Naemura, T., +, Mar-Apr 02 66-73
still images and landscape video seqs., automatic composing. Xueying Qin, +, Jan-Feb 02 68-78

Video signals; cf. Video signal processing

Virtual machines
real world teleconferencing (Projects in VR). Billinghurst, M., +, Nov-Dec 02 11-13
virtual worlds and real sounds (special section). Jul-Aug 02 22-67
virtual worlds, real sounds (special section intro.). Cook, P.R., Jul-Aug 02 22

Virtual reality
3D City. Ribarsky, W., +, Jul-Aug 02 10-15
Bell Labs Box, sound propag. simul. validation. Tsingos, N., +, Jul-Aug 02 28-37
Cave Automatic Virtual Environment, archeological anal. Vote, E., +, Sep-Oct 02 38-50
collaborative virtual environ., multicast networking. Fisher, H., Sep-Oct 02 68-75
Deep view, high-resoln. VR. Klosowski, J.T., +, May-Jun 02 12-15
elementary school education augmentation with VR technol. Johnson, A., +, Mar-Apr 02 6-9
interactive 3D entertainment, dyn. full-body motion devices. Kanev, K., +, Jul-Aug 02 76-86

W

Water
computer graphics, water flow. Glassner, A., Jul-Aug 02 88-97

Wavelet transforms
sound texture synthesis, wavelet tree learning. Dubnov, S., +, Jul-Aug 02 38-48

Workstation clusters
Deep view, high-resoln. VR. Klosowski, J.T., +, May-Jun 02 12-15